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NOTATIOMS 
X,y,~ 
Et-3 )) = 12(1 --tF) 
Rectangular coordinates 
Flexural rigidity of plateso 
Resul ta.nt bending .and t·~isting 
moments per unit len~th in plates. 
The bending moments are conaider-
ed positive when they make the 
unper side of an el ement of the 
plate compression. The twisting 
moment is positive when their 
vector sense coincide with the 
outer normai of the section. 
Resultant shearing forces per unit length in a. pla.te, normal 
to middle surfaceo Their sense is the same as the corres-
ponding sense of shearing streses. 
LL, V} W Elastic displacements in J. > y, ~ directions respectively. 
Sweep-back angle. 
ElP. sti c constants. 
rr, E. Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus respectively. 
2. 0--
/ - 2. <r 
A = 2 ( -r-r 1 ) 
Y-t-2 
j_ Intensity of distributed loP-d. 
I . 
/-IJ 
'YI-, t Used in subscripts denoting outer normal and tangential 
directions respectively. 
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THEORY OF SWEPT PLATES 
I .. 
DERIVA.'?ION OF Fta!DAMZNTAI. E(.;JJ.A.TIONS OF DEFORMATION 
l ol Int ~oduction. 
The cl~.sdca.l theory of thin ela!Jtic plates , as forMulP.t ed by 
~oisson (Eef. 1), Kirchhoff (Raf. 2), and Love (Refs. 3, 4, 5), is 
based on the following two assunpt'l.ons• 
(l) The state o! s t::-a.in is such tlw.t, NlY arbitra.ry defo rme.tion 
hs.v:tng been given to the mid~dle surface, a line of part:l.cles originally 
nornial to this s•1rface remeina st r aight and n0rmal t o it in the strained 
cc.ri.di t iono 
(2) The stress CO!!ll')Ont?nt noI'l!k~l to the mid.'1.le surface of the 
plate ig sma.11 in ccr.iparison to other stress components and mey be 
n,aglected in the strens-~trr-dn re.lat i.ons. 
These asaunrpti.ons are convenient in makin,,~ the mathenP.Uce.l 
formulation cif the pla. ~·A nroblem. Yet the feeling is videsproe.d th9.t 
thiey may introduc~ arbttrery constre.ints which are unjustifiable. 
Atter.ipts have been made to giv~ the theory e. ne•.1 founda.tic:.n closer to 
th~ acttrn.l conditions wh'lch would permit of a sygtel!latic d"!ri vat1on of 
the fundamental differ~ntial equF.'t'!.ons governing the deformc. tion of 
the nlat.e without arbi trs.ry assumptton<J or other A.mbigui ti es. In the. ncz.w 
theory of Prof. Epstein (R~f o 6) -dw_ .fundmenta.l equahons: ar-e developed f',n 
tt1rm.s of the ~omponents of d~.splacement; nnd.'~that of Synge P..nd Chien 
(RP-fa ~ 7, 8). thc.Y are d .evadopa.d in term9 of strain 
and curvRture tensors . The l~tter met~od proves to be comprahensiv~ and 
in the hnnd~ of its nuthors it presents a general theory of plet~e find 
~hells ., For small-defl~ction plR.'l: e problems, however, it is simpler to 
adopt the usual ncheme of development in terms of the cornionents of 
displacemento 
Prof. lilpatein's method consists in stertin~ fro~ the conditions 
in a j:;hick plate, r ep;Frded n.s a thr"'e c\imensiona.l conti.nuum, and in 
ca:rryine out the tre.nsition to the limit of e thin plate, while retaining 
d~"rlne; tbis process the vslidity of the three dimensional field eq•.ia-
t i or.s and of the boundary condition$ at the f aces of the plP-teo We 
shall follow this line in the following dev~loprnent. The fundamental 
d1 fferent'ial equations i~ generrilized to includ_e plates of VRrieble 
thickness.. This is devoted to ex.tend the theory to actual -airplane 
wing structureso 
In e;xplici t te:rms our funclament2_l assumptions are (1) that the 
· thickn~ss of the plat~ is sr.iall compared to other dimensions of the 
plate, (2) th~t the deform~ti on of the plate is small compared to the 
thicknesa of the plate, and (3) the_t ·the stress tensor h analyti c in 
?.- • (the coordinate norm._"11 to the rnit'ldle surfr..ce of the plate), 
s.nd the el(pan{Ld To.ylor se r ies conve rges rapidly throughout t he thick-
ne;is of the vlate ~ so thHt good ap;ir oximetion9 e.re obtained by taking 
the firat few terma 0 
These ass~'!lptiorrn ar~. of course, tacitly implied in the classical 
theo ry of t hin plttteih It will readily be shown the t the classical 
Poisson-Love theory i~ equivnlent to the first (second order) apr;rt1x-
1.nw.tion in the pre!lent theory; and that the followir..g development pro-
vides a. menns to derive the fundan1enta.l equations up to any ord.er of 
epprcximntion that on~ !rk'\Y WP..nt o 
1 02 Method of Derivation ~ 
Let ug descr ibe the qpaee within a thick ~late by a syst em of orth-
ogon~<l. curvi l inear coordinates :x., • Throughout this section the Le.tin 
indi ces h.a.ve the l'a.Dge l, 2, 3. .LP.t the middle surface of the pla.te, 
w'-·ich is a p lane in the tinstrained state. correspond to x, = constant 
: ~ 11 SElY• Let the two face!! of the -ple.te correspon<:l to X.,;;;. a ::t; E: , 
resp~ Denote the elastic di§Iilac~~~r.t vector by St (ors ), the 
str~Jp_ ten~q,! by 'ei.j and the 1tre ss tenaor by P i.j • The fundP.mente1 
f ield equation of eQuilibrium in an el~tic continuum, when the body 
force is absent, consists in the ve..niehing of the vector dive r gence of 
the st ress ten~or: 
(1) 
Now, the stress tensor is connected to the strain t ensor by the general-
ized Hooke's law 
= (2) 
t·i'here t- and .A are the elastic constants of the material.• Subs ti tu ting 
(2) into (1) gives the general field equations of equil ibrium in te rr.is 
of tht'! elastic dhplacement f o In tengor form it is (see Ref . 9, ~P o 134) 
curl ( curl :S) - ( i +- 2) gr-od ( c)iv S) === O 
' 
(3) 
wl:e r e 
In thir: peper we are concerned with the det'ormation of plates under 
didtributed loads no r mal to the faces of t he ~late. Let the loading por 
unit area. on the f a.ees "' = a...:tE: be .::1: Pfl-L~ X3 ) respectively. The 
boundary conditions on the fece s of the plate are therefore 
• f:'- and}. are related to Young• s modulus E and l?o:5.saon •s ratio O"' 
follow!.ng relP.tions: (see Love, Ref . 9, p . 103) 
( E = µ(3A t- 2(l:) 
\ ~i"t'-
1 <?"' -= 
or . 
;t =' 
l 2 ( I r tr) 
Ii £ 
A = ( I T Q") (I - 2..a') 
by the 
' 
~II (a.:1;~) = ±p , 
P1z. c a...t t:J = -P, 3 ca.±"=)= o (4) 
Equations (;3) and (4,), together with sui able boundary conditions 
along the edge of the plate, define completely the elastic deformation 
of a. thick plate. In passing to thE:l limit of P., thin plate, we assume 
tha.t. for small values of c , the stress components in eq. (4) can be 
expanded into Taylor 8s series 
II E: 2. Pu ( ll..± ~).: Pu ( ci) ± p,{ (a.) t + P11 ( ~) T! ± 
etc., where we indicate by an e.ccent a diff rent1ation with respec t to 
~I ann the "(a)n d~notes that the attRchad quantity is to be ~Valu­
a.ted at x.., =ct. o Adding and subtracting the equation;; (4) in· the ex-
panded form, we. have 
.111 ( ()..) -+ ..L E-2t_" 2. ,,(a.) -t- =O 
t,: (a. ) + I 1. p/"' -= ..,, 0 (: II ( "-) + • 
~ 
t,2. (Gl) J_ 2 // + ?- E: fiz ( .:\.) + • · • = 0 
1' I (a) I 2- r,:' < n.; + -t ~ ~ . . . ·- 0 12 
end two more eqs. obtained by changing the subscript 2 into 3 in tha 
la.st two eq1rntions a.bmre. 
(5) 
llow th:e three eqs. (3) are of the second. order in the components of 
displacement Si ~ They cen be resolved with re3pect to the three partials 
S~", s;' s3' and we obtain expressions f or Si" involving only partie.ls 
of zero and firot order wit h res-peci to Xi • Re-pF>ated differentiation of 
the~e exprF1ssions with respect to X.1 gives h ighe r order partial c!eriva-
tive s of S i with :r~spect to ~ , all of ther.i can be reduced to forms 
involving only St and Si.1 • Uow, expressing equP.tions (5) in terms of 
partials of Si. and substituting the e.bove fourd sf, st' etc. (i = 1 , 2, 
3 . ). into these eqs. we obtain a system of 6 equations involving s[ • 
An elimination of these 3 partials gives us a ~ysten of 3 differential 
equations involving only pa.rtials .,,:!.th resr~et to 'X- 2 and '.X.~ These are 
the equations f or which we a re searching. 
Thus we obtain the fundHmcntal equations of deformation of an 
el~.stic plate in the form of a po•>i'er se ries of thi.ckness of the plA.te . 
Approxirr~tions are obt~ined by taking the first f ew te rms of this series. 
In the followin.-; sections we s'b..all deri V"') the equ::itions in Cnrtes-
ian coord.inntes. Then they a::-e transformed into oblique coordinates (for 
the convenience of dealing with swept plates). An example in bipolar coor-
dinate~. which may be useful in treRt i ng a.irfoils of lenticule.r sel'!tions, 
is also worked out , c Appendix A). 
• 
l e3 FURDAMENTAI. EC;a.JA'l'IOl~S rn CARTii:SIAU COORDIM TES 
Le ·t (x, Ya z) be a. system of Cartesian coordinates, and. let the 
planf.I z • o c:>in~ide ·with thG 'Tliddle i.·11.trf P~e of the plate in unstr11.ned 
e~ate o The plate h o.ssi.L'lled to b~ th!n~ thl't is . the thickness ZE!h. 
of the ple.te is small compared. to other dimen sions •) f the ple.te . The 
thickness ma.y be va.riableo We denote it by 2€h(x, y) where 2 6' is a 
~rr.all .qunntit.r of the dlmen·sion o f tht? thickness and h(:x,y) a. function 
of -x and y describing the thickness dia tribation of the :;late . · 
·The stress coMponents i n the plat. e ·are su'bj ec ted t o the generr.i.l 
field equatlono 
~ 1>n + l. i'JY. P1J< -r J~ p~l ::: 0 
. t· . 
' ) ~ . 
~ L, 
J. p)C)< + } +~ ~)<j! =O d1' ?Jy P)(.7 ();e 
,, , 0 
t r; . c1 > 1 .. ; 
' '-t.l) 
;) + }.__ p, + ~ Py" -::::. 0 
"I Pyy dt y~ ~.,. 
These stress components are connected to the ~o~onents {u,v,~) 
of t h e displacement v~ctor s by t he rel r-it:lona 
and so on, by cyclic sub~t itutionso 
The field equations can be expressed in te r ms of the component s 
of displaceme n ts as follows: 
2 ' () ( dv./ + ~ -+ u:. ) =- 0 
V W + ( I +-Y ) ~l: 3i ~ )( ~/ i.:t:t -t ~.ll 
v•1.1. ;-c1+'1);)(<ii 1 ~+ ~) =o, ~~o.A. t 
-c)~}.. 
?Di-(}}: ... + ) _a_ ( aw ~ + l.!l) = 0 'V2v +(1-rY ~! "5"i'tal- •7 , 
wherA z. = el ,az. v - ~)1.1. -t iJl' 
The bound 09 ry condl ti.ons for a plate under distributf'ld tr:..c: tion 
p(x,y) over its f a ces applied in the direction normal tc thP. middle 
~lane of t he plate are 
"f'u{:tth)== ±p, 
Pl)C (±eh) = t•>' (±E~) = o, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where "(±E-h)" means that the quantities attached a.re evaluated at .i!=:.±f.h 
resp c tivelyo (A to.tal traction of 2p per unit area of the middle 
~urface is distributed hslf on top face and half on bot tom face of 
the plate )Q (See footnote below ). 
Footnoteo Since the mid.dle surface of a plate under the boundary con-
di tions P i~ ( -*~h) "'" :p is obviously undeflected. i .eo w(o) = o, we infer 
by the principle of sup erposition that the differential equHtions derived 
from the boundary conditions (4) i s the same a,s that derived fro m that 
derived from the conditions 
1'~l < + E:h >"' 211 , 
1' Z;£: ( - &h ) = 0 . 
We may demand, however , tha t the boun.dary conditions a.re such that 
the tractions ± p(x,y) are a pplied over the faces of the plate in the 
direc tion of the normal to the ff!,ces. as in the case of air pressure 
over a wi ng . The conditions A.re , accordingly. 
-tii ( .t E: h ) ':: ± I' ) 
-ri:~ ( j:. ~ h) ~ r: p ·~~ l 
't>:a ( $ E: h ) = ~ p o'1 
1 ~1 
Or, in expanded f o rm correspond to eqs. (5), 
~ t~,t u 
l"'i:x l Q) "+' 2:f fr.1 ( o) + 
~ t:..Z.L.,. 
ri7 (. 0) + ~ ,, II ( 0 ) T I • ' 
2! '1.'f 
All the rest of eqs. (5) a.re unchanged. 
The first eqo of (9) is changed to have on its left hand side a 
quantity 
.t · <::d(4.dh)+ 
e:h -t ~ r ~ 
i ns t ead of the original ~n 
(a) 
It may be observed that the last two equations of (11) and hence 
(18) are unaffected by this change of boundary conditions. Therefore we 
·conclude that the final result for the above·named case can be obtained 
by cha.."lgba/; t/4:h on the left hand side of the first eqo of (25) into the 
quantity (a) above. 
Assuming th?..t the stress components are annlytic thrt>ughout the thick-
ness, we obtain, by a.dding and subtracting the expanded form of (4) 
the equations 
-o 
1.. / + .L Lz.1 i. .., '" 0 + ..L E:"' h"' h < 
7 J + . , . = LP , P;uto) 3!"n rH l) 5! r:H(o) ~ 
(5) 
I I 2 I z . m ...J._ I/. I :.f (V) 
P1:x (o) +- 3! ~ n f'n. (o) + 5! <: " pf')( (o) + ••. = o 
end two more eqs. obtained from the lRst two by changing the subscript 
x into y . The accents denote differentiation with respect to Zo 
Now the stress component 
(2a) 
is defined exclusively by partials with respect to x and Yo Jnt Pxx and 
Pyy cont~i~ partial derivative with respect to Zo Let us denota by 
A - 2.( YtlJ I =---
'/-tZ. 1-~ {6) 
and define the two-dimensional stress components 
[ ~ ov J cix)( =. 2 tt A 'J"f. +(A 7" i) ~! ' 
(7) 
so that 
( A - I) b,,.,_ + Cf f ""' B .,.,. 
P rr == ( A - I > Pl~ + i Y1 (8) 
Substituting (5) and (8) into the field eqs. (1) which a re certainly 
vs.lid for the particular value of· z A o. we obtain, up to fourth order in E , 
I 
.S (A - I ) - ( r\ Pu ) + 3 t'c/ l f ,) L 1- /I .J- It 2. h I// -I 
2.! dJ 
- E:4 f 
41 
~ 1_4 (l'V) I h4- 'n(V) ) = 0 
l A -1 J ?' ( n. 'f2t ) + S r l-'J } 
(9) 
whe r e all the :pa.rtia.l derivatives are evaluated at z = o. 
If we express all the partial derivatives of the stress coMponents 
in thi g eq. i n terms of partials with respect to x and y of the displ ace-
ment components, we aM.11 obtain the funda.ment:tl. differential equations 
defini ng t he deformation of the elastic plat~. We shall calcula t e these 
eq"4 . up to fourth order in E • This requires that 'Pzz"• Pz:X 11 • Pz 11 , ~zz ''', 
p .x"', p 11 • be accurate up to second order in t: , and p lw> , Pz~V) • 
etc. up £g zero order6 Now according to the definitions t ~ ) and condi tions 
(5) we have, when z :. o: 
( 2 -A) t/h' i,'' 4f ru 
From th~ f ield eqs. (3), and us ing (10 ), we have 
~ z. A E: z. l _}. L 2 j.., I/ ) ~ ( h. '2 I. II Jj ~ ei. - (A -1) v w + ~ t ~x ( n. r1~ + ay r l.)' > 
(10) 
(11) 
But f r om {1 ' 
- I a.nd ( 8). the field eqse can be •:tritten as 
p~ + a~'J.. Pa.,.. + J_ p~)' = 0 ~'/ 
., I 
+ lx ~)I./( "t . .,, P; ;- ~ F".r = o (A-1).~ .i!2: ' /.1: 
'Py~ .a.. '& -t ~ + ~ (12) -t (A - I) o7 P:u· ~pll)' = 0. ay Y'I 
The partials Pzz" '• Pzz"', etc. can be found by _successive differ-
entiation of this eq., wHh resp ect to z. Note that we need Pzz'' etc. 
correct only to zero order in (10 ) and (11), we shal l evaluate them to 
zero order f irsto 
Vrom (2a), · (7) and (10) we have 
f ~ J' o ' = - 2 /A' A ":i.w - ).Ji I) 1<X Q 
"Z. vw 
(13) 
Henc~ by differenttating (12) with respect to z, and using (13), 
·(2) and {?), we obtain: 
.J_ p ,, = A 'l z ( ;)~ -+ i)V ) 
zf n d"f ?JJ , 
.J.. II , - A \J 2. ow 
2 p. Pi-x - ox 
I I? If A ~l~ 2j r,7 = . , dY (14) 
From •.\fhich we can wr1:te (10) and (11) in the follo·dng form: 
~-: = _ (A-\) ( ~~ + ~) - AC ;-A] c2~~ '?l. ( ~~ + ~), 
~w 
- AE 2h"2.v2.~ 
(})( ~x , (15) 
-= a 
·~w A e- l. h_ i. 7 i. ow • 
<J 1 3Y 
. . 
~=.(A-1)v~w + A'~z.{ ~(h.'v' 0 w) + .1_ (~4 '7'-~w) l 
oi!l- 2. d.X JX Jj oj J J 
' 2 ~ ~= -v2 u_ - Ac~ ( ~~ + ~) + ~-i }/. [ l-L2 V-i_ (~ + ~~)l 
(16) 
Subati t uting (15) into t h e results of differ entiation of the definitions 
(8a) and (7 ) ~e obtain, simil ar to (13) but now correct to seco~d order 
i n f · 
I VJ I 
z:r. r.xy = 
(17) 
Similarly by e second different iation of (2a) and ( 7) •r1ith respect to z 
and using (16) , we obtain 
I II 
:zi::- irt -
'L ( 6 •A.. () V 2. o U. ft } i. { ~!::. + _l~) 
- A (I rA) ~ "?.)i + °of ) + V ;;-;.· ·-t- ;))(.z.\. 'd.X -.Y/ (18) 
2 2. fAc(Av?...:-~) [ h.z. v-z.( ~+~)]. 
2.. JxJ.. ax <>[ 
Differfl!ntia.te once and tw:l.ce the field eqs . (3) •.d th r espect to 2 , a."ld. 
uging (15) e.nd (16) , we obt ain, correct t o ze ro order in E 
d'31A-
dl.3 = 
~?>v 
ilr3 = 
~+w -1i4 -
I I ... A ) ~~ ~"'!. 
\_ I , -a x ) 
. z. <>w (1-t.A ) \7 '(Jl; 
(19) 
From these we obt a in , by a th~rd and f0u r t h parti ~l different iation of 
(2a) and (7) with resp~ct t o z, the f ollowing expressions correct t o 
zero order in E: : 
J_ h Ill 2. ~;iw 
;Lt"" '('""'I = ( I +A ) v ) x ""'fj 
_I ~ ''' = A ( ' + A) -v4w 2r- )IX 
> 
"f :lj4 z. d' ( ~ i..<.. + ~ v) 
- A (2 A+ I ) V' 4-( ~~ ;- ~~ ) - \/ ~ - 2A V ~'2.. :;;:- a; . 
{_2.o) 
.. 
... 
Wow we are in a position to calcu.lAte p 11 • p "'• et~ . From (12) 
and using (2a) and (7 ) and (15) 1.-;e obtain, cof~ect ~~ second order in e 
A(A-1) ~2i [ h.,,V l.( ill+ 7JV J] 
il.. ~! u"1- '111 • 
(Z.l) 
Differentiating (12 ) with respe ct to z, and using (17) and (21), •.;e obt i:dn , 
correct to second order in e , 
.L "'" = A vi ( ~" t~ )- A(A-t)fz.V2fh-iv1.( ~ + ~ >] 2r rl".t olt 'Of z. . ax ~'/ ' 
..L b'' .... A v2~ + A~=2{c At. + v2)(h1.v 1~~) -r AL (h2.v2.~>} 2f ri.x 4X i. tlX~ dx~y t)l , 
J_ h" = A ··/'1.'!! + At:..,.[(A!:.. ;. 'iii.). (h'lv 1~) +AL Oi2.v).~ )} 
.2..tt ie_,r ay z. ~71. ~1 ax~y oJ< • 
(22) 
Further diff erent iation of (12 ) l eads t o -
2 () '2. [ h2 2.( 04. dY._)] 
- AE. (2p.-1) ax v v »-+ "l ' 2 . 
and. ~ p;l cbta.insd. hy in+erchaflg in9 u, v, ar'lcl >C 1 )' 1'n the e.Af'res:slon .fur$ p;: 
above, 
a nd the following expres s ion!'! i n ze ro orde r : 
..L hm'> _ _ ZA ""74 (Jw 
lf'~-'i" - v ~x ' 
J_ n(lv) A v 4 ~ 2.~ rr:r = - 2. 07 ., 
.J.._ p.lV) 
2.~ ?l 
;u. b~Y' = - 3A v4 ..a.(~ +" ~J-...Lv4 ...l( ~ - ~) ~r rl" ~x ~X ~y 2 ~'/ e>7 <))( ' 
j_ R (VJ 4 ~ ( ~I.I. dV ' .l + ~ ( (>V - ~) 2.f 2'f = -3A V ())' ox -t- e>y) -2. V ax ~ ~y . 
(24) 
Now a ll the quantiti~s in eq. (9) a re obta ine d in required form. 
A single step of subst i tut 'ing them. into equfl.t ion (9) giv e s us the final 
r e s11l t: 
.±..-== 1.>-A f=2 f- ~l v4 w + 1-( h.z. v' ~) + ..i. ( h2 V'2. ~vv )I + ~h. t 3 ax ~x dJ ay 
+ 2-~n ( f, ~· H-h\\J[ CA::. + v"){ h2v'~;) +A.::, ( h'v2~j >] 
+ ( 0()h2 ++~2.1.)[tAfl'z + v2)(h.--z.~i1r'/w)+AJ~~ (h2V2~)j 
"?l"f ~1 - . 
+ !:114 q'w - 2.A ..!... ( h 4 v + ~) - 2. A f-7 ( h, + V4 ~;) } 5" "~ . ~x ' 
a.nd. o.. +'h.itc:I equation obia.111ed from the .size.and eq. of C2.5) by lni:erc.han3in9 
,,, and j) ~nd l<. oncl. v, 
I'articnlar case of f l.at pla.te 
In the part i cular c a se of a flat plat e with constant thi ckness t , 
the aqs. (25) is simplifiP.d down to the following form: 
h.. = 1, 
ll 
t ' 
A~i + CA-fl~/+ t ;;z -1i(f)z lA(A-jl\72k(~+!l) + ~ vl.&(~~ -!~ >} 
+ ..!.. (.t)4f A ( foA'-roA + 13 ),..,.4.A, (~ +.rl) + .L V'+ J_ ( ~ - ~v) l 4J 2. 5 v i)X ()x iJ7 /O ay ~Y ax J 
=O 
(26 ) 
and a t hird equation obtained fro m the second equation of (26) by inter-
changing x and y, . e.nd u and v. 
It is remarkable that the differential equation defining w and 
those d~fining u, v are independent of each othAr. Therefore when we 
are interested only i n the- normA.l deflection of an elastic plate, we need 
only to solve a ~ingle equation in w. 
When the fou rth order terms in E are neglected. our fundament aJ. 
di ffe r ential eq. in •11 is 
- k.1. v+w + .!.. ( hz '\12 'dw) + l.. ( h.a. v"l ?>W) = ~ 
3 ~1' ~)I, ~) '?' ti Ah€. 3 . 
(27 ) 
Thin reduces t o the familiar f orm 
v+w = ~ 
D 
•.1here D = E i.jl, 2 ( 1 _ cr 2 ) 
When the thicknesa 2 E h of t he plate is uniform and equal t o t 0 
(28) 
It may be remarked that the fundamental differential eq. (27} f or a 
plate of variable thicY..neas is lineer with variable coefficient s . I t 
does not seem to be deducible from the Poisson-Love theory. Wr ite (27) 
:tn the form 
(27a ) 
z ~ i.ow 
and remembering that-!> "V ~ x and - D V at are equal to the ver6ical 
shear. force per unit length in the plate)c.(.x and ~. respectivel~, we se~ 
that the second and t hi rd term on t he right hand side of (27a) represent 
the effect of components of shear forces in z-direction. contributing 
essen'tial ly to a chang e in P• 
BoQ!!da~Oonditions 
The boundary conditions at the edges of the plate should. be :JIJeci-
fied i n consistenc~ with the order of apnroximation adopted in the 
differential equations of equilibriumo In a thick plate subjected to 
given forces either the stresses or the displacements have prescribed 
ve.lues at every r.>oint of the edge. For example, if one edge of a thick 
plate co incides with the surface z = const., the boundary conditions 
a t that edge are 
l. u = v = w ~ o for clamped edges, 
a. P:xx - P.xy = Pxz = o for free edgea, 'and 
3. Some mixed conditions for supported edges. 
(29) 
I n passing the field equations to the limit of a thin plate, the se 
boundary conditions pass to their respective integrated forms too. Thu s 
in the first approximation, when our differential equation is of fourth 
order, we need two conditions at each edge. These may be specified by 
ow l. w :a - = o for clamped edges, i) ..,_ 
2. w and bending moment - o for simply supported edges, (30) 
3 . Bending moment = o, Resultant reaction = o for f ree edgee, 
where the bending moment s and resultant reactions are t o 
be calcul.ated only to z ro order in the thickness of the 
plate. 
In the s econd approximat ion, we have a different ial equation of sixth 
o cl ar. so we need three conditions at each edge. These may be specified. 
for exa.mple 9 by 
L '\ti :: 0. ' ' z. 2. z. ?Jw 2.!:i = - 0~ - A E: Ii V .,,,, -o, bl ?!)( ur 
a for clamped edge, x = consto. 
" 
2. w = o. bending moment • o, t•,.,isting moment = o, for s imply supnorted 
edges . 
3 . Bending moment - twisting mo~ent = vertical shear = o. for free 
edges (31 ). 
while the quantities named in (31) are now to be calculated up t o second 
order in the thickness of the plate. 
' For further higher order approximations we have still higher order 
differential equf!.tions and we need more stringent specifications of 
in tegrated forms of boundary conditions. 
~xplicit expressions of forces and moments can be easily obtained 
ae follo~s . Consider the edge x = const. According to our fundrunental 
assuurption, the stresses are ex~andable into power series in z throughout 
the thi.ckness of the plate. Hence 
'1,., ' 1. . ) 171 I/ ~2. 
rx;e = rxx (0 + f)(l( (o) 2: T Picx (O) Z ! T ... 
t I II 12. 
x7 = Px7lo) + P"r{oJ i! + ~i<j(o) Z! +· . . 
. ~ 
etc. Now the resultant force A = r ~xx d? 
-€!\ 
Bending moment 
H~nce 
Mx= 
Vertical sheR.r Qx == j 6h p0 dt: 
-l:h 
Twisting moment ~A j~h h -' 
ly'X)'::: - IX Zt c;i..~ 
-f:h l 
;;z. ~aJ~ b '' <o) -r ••• 
3 ! r)l.ic 
~ 
2 ( f. ~) p 111 ( O) -t • • • 
s x 3f xx 
Ql( = '2. th p)( .. (0) + 
M'? = 2. (eh[ h' ( o) - 2. i§Jls P,,, r o) + . . . · 3 rxy s-x 3 ! "/ 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
The quanti ties Pxx(o), Pxx' (o}, r,;11 (0 ), etc o should be consis-
tently evaluated according t o the order of approximat ion u sed. For 
second approxima.tions (up to 4th order in~) they a r e giv~n by eqs. 
(2). (8) , (17 ) , (18), (20), (21 ) , (22), and ( 23) . They redt1ce to 
the fa.rnili1:>.r forms in the first approxi mB.tion as f ollows: 
M = ~3b I (O) 
:i 3 r"'x = 
M)IY = 2. (6h) 3 h / ) J) ( 1 -<r) ~~w I - 3 if. f ( o ~ c X ~, ; 
(35) 
where Jl = 
' 
The r e snltant reaction referred to in the third line of (30) leads to 
the •tell-known Kirchhoff's condition for frea edges. (SM Ref. 9 , or 
10, or 11 for explanation and historical notes.) In short, the static-
ally equipollent resultant shearing force on the edge x = const is a 
distribut ed load of 
(36} 
end a concentrated f orce of magnitude M;xy at the corners. The l ast 
point was first pointed out by Ho Lamb. '{Ref. 4 ) frorn the variational 
nrocedur e of lirchhoff and is readily implied by Thoms.on and Tait's 
~xplanation of Kirchhoff's condition. 
· Simil ar formulas for force s and moments on other edges are easily 
obtained by coordinate t ransformations. 
.--~-+--M-#-1~~7'..-~>~ x 
,, 
If o( is the angle between the normal 
')\. of a section to the x-axis, o.t 
between the direction t and the y-
w.xis, considered positive when meas-
ured in clockwise direction, then 
Mt'\.. = Mx c.os '2.o< + Ml 51',.,:i.o(,, 
M,,t == 1 $1n 2.ol ( M/( - ~); (37) 
'J 
and in first approxiJD9,tion, 
Mrt == -:v I d~ + 0 0'2>V ) \. 'I\~ '3t~ ' (38 ) 
Ca~culation of Sjre~s~s 
Knowing the deflection surface w(.x, y) of the plate we can cal-
cnl9 te the stresses in the plate due to bending of the plate by seri~s 
expansions like eqs. (32) . Of course the consistency in the order of 
ap:,>roximation must be observed. 
For the ffr st approximation . we have the formulas f or th~ ma.xiim.un 
nornal str es ses 
(39) 
The shearin~ stresses parallel to x-a.nd y-nxe s are obtained from 
(40) 
llli.d the shear ing stresses para.11"'1 to t he z-a:ds are obtained fr~m the 
fact that the shearing forc~s Q.x 2.nd Qy Are distribut ed a.lone; the thick-
ne:Ja of the plate f ollowi ng the pe:rabolic law, 1Cf. '3q.(32) and (34 ), 
:ind re1nembering that 'ie are · talki ng apou t the fir st appr oximation.) as 
:i.n the c ase of beams of rect angul::ir cross section. 
(
\ 3 "'i"y~)..,.c.x = -.h Q 
,.. " )'~)'.. . (41) 
1.4 E~ATIONS OF DEFORMATION IN OBLI~E COOllDINATES. 
Oblique coordinates ma.y be used to advantage in treating the prob-
lems of swept plates. By oblique coordinates we mean a coordi11ate 'sy3tem 
-
-
-.... 
-.. 
::t -.... I ~ - --- - -- - _--::... ..... p 
1l_ .Y 
in which the coordinates of,a 
point P are given by distances 
m"asured parallel to 5 and 'l 
axes. 
Let x.y be a rectangular coord-
inA.te system. Let yt - e.xit1 
be coincident ""ith the y axi.s 1 
and s-axis be at an angle 'f' f rom 
t h e x- 3.xi •~ If is said to be positive when 1 t is measured cou.n te:r-clock-
wiee from ~- to X -axes. 
l.t is clear from the figure that the coordinate trans f'orma ti on i s 
~hen by the following equations 
5 J...., S Cos 'f 
l ;I = ~ + % s..~ if > Or' (l) 
• 
from which 
_o 
-
..L.. ( ;~ ~ )< c..o.s t 
l.... ;:::: ..L ?>J ?Ii ·' 
(2) 
dl.. I d-z. 
= ~+ ( ~JZ ~ )( "-
and so on. 
Because of the complication in mathematica induced by an oblique 
angle, let us be satisfied with ourself in a general s~rvey of the 
ewept plate problem with the first approximation which is id.entical with 
the classical Poisson-Love theory of nlP..teso Th"' fundamental differen-
tial equP.tions of deformation are given by eq. (1.3:27) for plates of 
variable thickness and by eq. (~:28) for plates of constant thickness. 
These equations can be trAnsformed into oblique coordinates. 
For flat plates with constant thiclaless t, equation ~l.3:28) 
becomes, in oblique coordinates, 
~ • 11, dlf-w if · 2. ) ~'+..,.., 4- · IJ> & d4'w - i o~f - 4- SW\ 'f ()33~~ + ( 2 ;- ~ 1.-1\ f ?l'Y·~r· - ~ d~ ~r3 + 9 - . (3) 
where ~ = ~£ cos4 f' 
D 
.2.f-. the load per unit area of the plate 
et 3 
1) '"" I 2 (I - (J'" 4) • - -~ 
This can also be written as 
'l. - 2. 
)l. ~2. o1 )( ~.2W ' J., ~..., dW)-::: k. 
( ~:i. - ~ ~ \f ~!o'l + ~(' ~:i. - ~Sin I '0~~1 + ~-:. . 
For pla.tes of variable thickness, the equation (l.3:27a) 
< -~ 2.~ + ~ '~ l :::c ~ 
'V""' w =T 3 l ~ ){ v ~)(. -r>y v 07 .} j) 
whert!! ]) = E ( 2. e ~)%. ( I -a"') is the local flexural rigidity of the 
plate ' becomes 
.. 
w 
- 2 s '11 \f .L + .£:.. )( ~ - s·'n ~ ~) 
I ~-so7 412 a5 Cl'( 
+ ~ ~ ~ .( L _ s:..i.. 11, _t_ 
orz ~~z. :< r d~<>t l 
- - 2 j? c.os 4-lf' 
.D 
Expressions for the forces and moments in terms of the partial s 
of w with respect to ~, i coordinates can be obtained from eqs. 
(lo3:35) end {l o3:38). where M"', M .. t are expressed in terms of 
partial derivatives of w with respect to.any two orthogonal directions. 
Such general expressions are very cumbersome in oblique coordinat es. 
1*.it forces and moments expressions on sections ! : conat. and 'l = 
const. a rf'l as fol lows: 
Mry • b~nding moment per unit 
L l. ~ . 
length acting on sections i ; cons t • . 
l It) 
T'I c~ +Q~) 
= - v M.-i- c13z where rt. is the normal to the section l = const. 
M7 == 
Now x = ~ c..os 'I' n s ~"" t 
)' = S $ •'""' f + t1 c,oS f..: 
l ..,,;;: o)( CJ ~y .£.. 
-- +-01\., an "~ .) I'\,. 'd.J 
~ 
cZ-r c $•'"1 ,.,, ..L ~3 
Her"e 
-JL f ( s;rizr +ct" C..0~2..'f') 2. () If\/ . - 2 c~•t d 5z. 
+ :'1.) . 
• c?w a2w 
J . ~ tt"\f- + ~~:Jtl ~Ir 
(6) 
• 
= twisting moment per unit length acting on 
in direction of the normal to the section 
= 
D (I - o-) ~~ 
()X~ 
~ ( I -o-') 
C.o5 t 
a section ~ = const . 
(7) 
M1-t; • twisting moment per unit length acting on a section ~ ;; const. 
in ·direction of the normal to the section 
-. 
J> ( ) ~\i + ·~w ) . 
--"--
1
_-_<T __ ( - sin f ~ ".i -a. . 'YJ co~ f . ..1 <lS \. • 
(A) 
Q ~ -.: Vertical (in 2: direction ) shearing force per unit length acting 
on A. s e ction S • const~ 
-D-'-( ;, t.cis~tf a3 
1> < ~ 
c_os3f 1 ° 3~ 
(9) 
Q 'L : Vertical shearing force (in ?: dirP.ction )per unit length acting 
on the section tl ::. const. 
::: 
(10) 
The deterrnination of the deflect ion surface of a plate now con-
~ieh ~f integrating equation (3) or (4 ) with appr opriate boundary 
conditionso S~veral examples are tJurnma.riz~d a.s follows: 
(1) Buil t:-in ed.p,e: For built-in edge. w and 
If the ed.ge ·~ =- o is built-in. then 
(w) = o 
~ ,,, ., 
mu.st be zero ., 
(11 ) 
(2) S~r:mly-eupported e~: In thi a case the deflection w and ~he 
bending moment along t he edge must be zero. Appropriate moment eJCPression 
correspondi ng to the edge i n question shoul d be us edo 
. ( 
( ~) Fr~e=edgP.: On a free edge, bending moment /V'I~ and t~e reaction 
Qt -'ll Mnt/~t alonP, the edge oust vanish. The t wisting moment M.,,t 
mu.st also vani s~ at the corner if that colrn.er is unsupported. Proper 
expression for Mn arfl to be chosen from (5) or ( 6) on edges 3 - · 
const. or ~ = const. respect i vely. The parts of resultant reactions 
cont ri.b.1ted from the twisting moment M.,t are: 
Q{ ::: _ oM~e=- ~~j~ 
o~ ~~ 
= ·- "D(l -lf') f ~ ~in IP a3w ~ 
'-05. f d3 J77.. ~ I J 
0.7 = -t- ()M'lt. d~ ,.,, 
-
D ( 1-<:1) ~ 3-v + ~~w ). 
Cost 
(-sv"' 'f ~ 33 'b r~·~r, 
Therefore. on an edge corresponding to ~ = a. say, 
' 2 l. ' 3 '?""' 
+ (),, +- S111 t - G"" c.os, '-/Jj 2J5 >,~l 
- Sir'\ t [ I + (. I - <r) C...OS'Z.o/ J ~ L ~ 13 \j="-
And on a."l edge. correspondin~ to yt - b. say, 
(13) I 
Appa...11dix I 
1 . 5 li:QJJATIONS OF DEFORMATION l?! :BIPOLAR COORDINATES o 
10 51 I~"TROilJCTION TO BI?OLAR COQP.DINATES 
0 s, 
Bipolar coordinates may be ueed to 
advantage in treating ~ings with lent-
icular airfoils (See Ref. 13 ) . Let 
t wo circular ar~e intersect at two 
points S1 and s2 with rectangular 
coordinates (c.o). (-c,O) respectively. 
Consider the conformal transformation 
• I I ~ = .... c. C.01= 2: 1; (1) 
. h ~ ,,,. X + i tJ ' ; .,. !, + ~ '7 and w ere J ~ 
(x , y ), ( s. fl) are th P- rectangular coordinates of t\tlo corresponding 
points P and J • It is easily seen that 
~-c 
(2) 
llenotine by ( '!"; ; 9, ) and by ( r 4 , 9z. ) the polar coordi~tes refe rred to 
the points s1 , s2 as origins rAapectively, we have 
1. l"'2 e -
'(I 
r.2 2. z. I -clz = - r( - ()(-C) t J ;;; i! ..., c Me ,, I 4 (3) 
• :<. ~ l- + c: 12 ·=' 2c 7 '(' ... ( ~ -t- (.) + :::: I 2 Me . l. -
where (4) 
. ' 
The c11rve s ~ :: con stant are alearly circles thro11gh the p o:i.nta 
i:)l and s2 , while t he curve s 't ,.. constant are circles having these po ints 
a. s i nv e nre !)Ointse The two sets of curves form in fact two ort hogonal 
syat ms of circles , as i s to be expected since the trensformRtion (l ) 
is conformal. 
The value of ~ va:ri es from g = o 
along the x-axis outside of the 
poles to ~ = 11 over a. fl&t arc 
through the poleso The arcs be-
low the poles belong to values 
of ~ lying between fl' an cl ~ rr • 
lhi<.. exrr-e:ssio;rs for)( cin4 y in f f- 'l' lr: .S 
of ~ o~ '(. ctre 
X = M s,'11h 7 
)' = M ~iri s . (5) 
i\t a point ;po of the lfoc s l s~ 
we ha.VE' S ..,. 11"_, t h erefore 
)( .,... c k nh >( 0 .:. Y 0 '""..:: o 0 2. ,/ (6) 
The first fundamental differ~ntial form is: 
'2. c-:· [ .2. d •] d, .e.. = ~-----·- -- 2. d ~ t- 7 
C c.ositz - cos s) (7) 
1.52 COORDINATE SYSTEM ~m DERIVATION OF ELASTIC DEFOEMATION EQ.UJ..TI011S. 
Let us ta.ke a.n orthogonal coordina.te system ~, 'l - Z: where 'l 
P..nd ; form a bipolar coordinate systemo The line element ..91. is ex-
pros~ed in this system by 
c IV!' = 
------co~1 l - c.o~ i:;_ 
(1) 
(2) 
The poles of the bipolar coordinates, are therefore situated at 
distances ±.. c from the S axis •. 
Let a lenticnlar airfoil be given with upper and lower ce.mber 
corresponding to i; "" 'Ir'+ ~ respectively. Let G (with components 
s~, s,l, Sc; ) be tho elastic d1splQ..cer.ient vector within the pate, and 
le t e ... J , and P~J (wi th components esi, e~i , p ~ (·-,.(Jc.) be again the 
strain and stress t ensors reapectivelye ~s' '" l 
I 
As before the boundary condit!.ons on t he f aces of the plate when 
it i~ s~bject to digtribited t r actions normal t o th~ faces a re 
1' (rr±E:) = ±p, 
lj 5 
.-p 51S c rr± (:-) - Pc;-ii.. (tr=. t- >= o. 
Thi a can al$O be wri tten in expanded form as 
e t c. 
"7 ( ~ ) + j_ E; z. h II (Tr) + . . . 
•ss :i.! ri;i; 
f\~(11) 
h~ (1i) 
~2. p ,, ) + 
t ~ ( 1f 
, _/ 
.J. Ii i:J 
t ~! e f='H pr)t ·· · =o, 
Let A be defined by dq. (l.3 :6), and let two f1ct1 tiou s stress 
co mponents iJ~, t ~i be defined by the relations: 
Wh ence [A e 3 ~ {A -1) e77 ] , j_ ~ ~ - 2. f'\., -t l 
c:l 1 'l -=. 2 IV.. [ lA -1) en + A e7 '/ ] • ~ 
"" 
From the result of tensor analysis(see, for exarnpl~. Ref. 12), 
' 
Therefore 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
• 
I 
OthP. r s t rege eorn:ponente, expressed in t erras of displRcement~. are 
(cfo eq. 1 .2: 2) 
I I ~ s~ 0 $$' ~Pq - - .,. M ___;: d ~ ~I ~ 
j_ 
Ps·1 ( os., as ) + .J.. ( :s , S•;i t + 5~ $1nh ~), - + _s r- M d~ , tl C- ' ( J 
I ~ SS ~ $'t f P~ s ::: M + 
c) '( o~ (9) 
The equetions of equilibrium, written in tei-ms of streaf!I components , 
take t he following fora: (cf. eq. (1.2.1)) 
EHrnin~a~ing, ~;.,; , f><;i; , f's 'l 
that - vanishes \\'hen t; -rr ~s ='I 
with the help of aq6 (3), and observing 
1 we find the equation: 
l. ( M' p (~ ) + l.. ( M b It ) I d M •I tvf fl/ 2.:f' (J~ ~3 :;, rz r'q 4'/ P~ 1 l + 3 p$3 == 0 (11) 
,,.,here all the quantiti es are to be eve.luatP.d at :S = 'Ir • Thie is the 
di ffe rential eque tion of deflection of the plate. in first approxi!'!IFtion. 
To calculate the terms of eq. (11 ), with accu.re.cy to zero order in ~ , 
·,,e proceed as follows: From eqs . (9) and . (4), we find, (for s • tr ) , 
I 
S'!.= 
S':::. ~ 
'· . 
• • 
• 
c 
(f)~h 7. t l 
as ... 
- --"' 
" 7. 
t I 
• • 
c.od-i1+ 1 ~ t- I sinhn s.,_ 1 
c.. ~'{ C(.4-1) I _\, 
t. 3 
d~ ' . (12) 
s i'tt~ tz Ss 
t.Vih r'J t-1 
Similarly, differentiate (9) with respect to 5 and ap~ly the conditions 
(4), w~ find , when (12) is taken into account, 
.:::. ,, c:: 
(A-l)C ( _L c <i'"'s CO'l~I !/ t j 9_ ( $\'~~ ~ S ) 
-r --..:? + 
-s <:f..rh,l-t-1 l '( ~ & c ot~1 +I ~~;1 c... ;)'l c.01{ ~ti ~ 
y + 2. 
5 ,· ~~ 7_ ( 05 s•nh 'L s \ + 2A -3 ~ ·~ ..Jt- . ';) 
'I c. ~ 7._ c.osh '{ rl · A -I c. J ) 
I 
<;/' c °dSS . = 
5 CoSh ~ti b~ 
II h ~' ' S,1 - (_ Sin ( vS - $ 1( ) (13) 
l c.o5 h 7 +.I 
From (8), (9), (12) a.ncl (13) we obtain 
I <{ I/ 
~ u -
j_ - I 
2i,\. 'i 'l 'l = 
I I ,~ I ( _ ) ~ s: 2 S1'>1h__:z_ (}S~ _ ~ ~ _ J. ~ A I ( M -r c a )l c C) q M c't 
_ s. i "~ rz · { s1~h 7 s/ _ s,l ) } c.( coslirH) , 
A ) ..l- .L f ~~? - 5,(lh 'f! s ) + s!; °l 1 M ;)tl - ?J 'l Ce> 'lh rl -t- / S j C:- ) _, 
• 
I II 0~ I 
TA 1 # t- 2~1J. ~ - 'lr,~ - - (A -1 )M ~ -.3_ ~ .l.. d251 2r- d§ ' c 07 <:. d 'l - M :::...:s ()r. 
- Si11h 1 ( s:,,h .,-/ 
- .st, ) J ..:>~ 
c ( ccd··2 ·1-1) 7 s 
' J 
I p I 2.. 
2-t'-- ~ ~ = o s5 ds ~ ,l 
TW.:ing into account the relations (5), the field equationa(lO ) acquire 
in bipolar coordinates the form 
tv1 Ps~l = -[dM(A-1)+ M { A-1) ..Q...] p () M c ~ rl l>l( ~> " "l :.t. '1 '1 
- t-1 o11"l ~ . z. "'\ 2. ~M 
-
( M P1•<:; - ~ Pf/-s ' (15) 011 a~ r "> 
Differentie.ting (15) once and twice with respect to '5 , and set S = Tt', 
we obtain 
H b ,, 
rs> 
0 ( 'a 1 
= - o~ M J. H ) 
' 
(16) 
Subt!ti tu ting the la.st equation of (16) into (11) '/lie obtain, since ill C)~M 
vaniah when "$ == 11 • <l 5 -' a~ 3 
From wh:1.ch we deduce, uning (4), (16 ), and (15) , 
Then , substituting (14) into (18), we obta.in finally 
' I 2 . h2 
+ dq- [ (cosh1z+i/ (3 eo.sh1 -5tnhz-1)-4-(c.osf1 'j+/)S.•l'I rl 
+ { • ( "''h'l ti) ( ,.;,h 7,_"'i1 J r ('"" ,t. z rlJ ( i o s.o~?"°"t 'I 
_ z sr' 11 ~i{ +- 3 ~iri/1.7) + h (w ~ h 'l +I) s•'n~f ~ "¥f. 
:s ":~ ; 
c,o;h "( ( c.osh ;l + / ) - 3 ( c.osh ~7 t-t}- 1,,h ( cosh 'l + 
h If l _...:3:...1P1.----:-
- S,n ( ) W =-: 2 A t-' c 3 M q. 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
• 
. , 
• II 
THE PLATE PROBLE?·l A.S A VARIATIONAL PROBLEM 
2. 1 EQPIVALENCE BiTWE~.1N A DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM AND A. VARIATIONAL PRO.BLEM. 
It ia well known tha.t a boundary value problem of pa.rtial differen-
tial equation of mathematical physics can usually be replace by an equiv-
nlen t variational problem: This equivalence is o! great ir.rportaxce because 
dir~ct me t hods of solving the variational probl,em sometimes offer po'tterfui 
means to obtain .useful approximate solutions. 
The well-known Kirchhoff's theory of plates utilh:es the principle 
of minimum energy and the variational principle. (See Ref. 2) Starting 
f rom the assumption that the effect of shearing stresses on the deflec-
t.ion of a plate is negligible. he obtained an expression of tota.l etrdn 
~nergy of the bent plate, which contains only terms depending on the 
a ction of bending and twisting moments .. as follows: 
Where the integration is extended over the entire region R of the mid-
aurfa ce of the plate. The potential energy of the external forces and 
moments are given by 
(2) 
where the line integral is 1.nt.ep:rated in the nositive sense (so that n. 
i 5 t o s as x is to. y axis) along the boundary curve L of the region R. 
'' )\.,, is the outer normal o 
The problem is then to fin.d a unique function w. which mi.nimlus 
th' function 
v = u -w 
• (3) 
•.dth the a.uxilif'ry condition of continuity on w and in conformity with 
the condi tionE of support e.t the edges L of the plate. 
A necessary condition that \{( w) reaches a minimwn i B tha.t the 
first variation · ~V Cw) vanishes. Direct calculation gives 
(4) 
* A rl~orou.s -Formulatlot'\ of Hiis <Z.CfUiv4/q_nce. Is 9iveh b7 Courorit~ Re~ · 2.S,VoLll, 
ch a. pte r ff. 
' t 
~ &w 
'-'hP-re h\/\/ a.nd ~ are arbi tra!"y' mnnll quantiti es sa.tisf'yine the :pra-
r,icri b~d conditiono of nisnlP.ce11Rnt~ on tho bound&ry r.. . and G i;:; the mttlP. 
be't~-1een th~ outer normel to the boundary rmd the x- axis . ~Unee Sw 
and o8w/ori.. a.re arb i tr""l"Y• SV vanishes if an only i f ea.ch of the threo 
inte~rals in (4) v r;,.nishHs . '!'he first integral vanishes ii and only if 
(fl) 
for every point in h . 'Ihio equ;; tion. tho £Iller equ~:tion of ~he V<.1 riA.-
tional problem, i" the field equn tion governin~ tha de:f'orl"l''t:l:on of the 
·pl;::;te (cf. eq. 1 . 3 : 28) . l'l.'he:refore . •1e may say that th~ form of the 
strain energy expression a<lo;1 t •'d, oq_. (1), is comna tible •·ri th the 
fir~t a"'."lT·roxil"\<!tio ... of the procedure in Cnhpter I , ~mcl the .foisson- .i..ove 
tl:eory. 
Che va.nishinfl; of the othel" t wo intP-g:rals in {4) ~ives us t.hc 
n<" tura.l boundP..ry con< i tions . 
"d~w 
If a.n adee of a ~)lat~ is b11ilt- 1n. whP-r9 6w and M ;;e ·:Pll? 
w an d ~ e.re zero . then both linn intograls vanish i dentically. If , 
on the other .. ~nd . an ed~e Li. of the -plat.e is simnly- sttffnorti~d , here 
$w = ·.r :: o Rnd M11.= 0 0 then the li:>nt inte~r.Rl in (4) i s zero but t he 
second integral v anishes only if 
+ "O~ f;/.., ~8 ) + <!' 'V i.w si. O 
' ?) ("" 
OYl L ~ . 
(6) 
i."11rther. i f nn ed~e L ~ of t he nla.te is unauT'r:ort~d and free fro 
any external force;.-; , the <'.!_trnntiti es Sw e..nd ~arc ~ntirely a rb1 trA.r.f on 
L~ rut Mn.-;. G and Q., - gf.1 "t/as = O on l.i. ~ ':'hen we 1!U ~ t have the 
boun3 ry condit ions on LL : 
(7) 
., 
These conditions agree with those stated in 
I i.A ;?>Mlle n case a given moment ,.,l'I. and a transverse force Q,.._ - -.;s-
are distributed along a supported or wisupported edge of the plate, 
corresponding boundary conditions can again be formulated from the 
condition sv::: o o Tr.ey are, in fact, obtained by adding the terms 
i:> "'111. and - t- ( Qr1 - ~Mne/0s) to the left hand side of the lst 
and 2nd of e quations (7) respectively. 
Thi s example illustr.ates clearly the wtw of obtaining the funda-
mental partial differential equhtion of deformation end appropriate 
"boundary cond.i tions from th~ariationsl principle,. Indeed, the prin-
ciple of minimu..~ energy is such a fundamental concept in physics that 
we may take 1t a.s a. starting point for our discussion. In practice, 
however, we e.re confronted with the -problem of forming a proper expres-
sion for the potential energy to begin with. · The·expression (1) is 
found satisfRctory as a first approximationo lht what are the proper 
expressions of U in hi~her order approximations? For a satisfactory 
theory we must be able to derive sy8tematically the proper expressions 
of st rain energy of a bent plate to eny order of approxiil18.tion wi thout 
imposing arbitrary assumptions regarding to th~ de!ommation of the 
plate . In all events it seems tha.t this problem is as complicated and 
i s of the as.me nFl.ture a.s the problf'!m of the la.st chaptero · 
The equivalence between a bonndary value problem of partial dif-
ferential equation snd the corresponding variational problem can be 
looked from another point of view. Suppose we have obtained a dif'-
f'erential system for the deforma.tion of a. plate by certain process of 
reasoning. But instead of proceeding as usue.l from the general 
solution to the particular solution, which oft-times is either im-
practical or imposs.ible, ,.,e like to set up the problem in a. variational 
form so tha.t useful approxima.te solutions can be obtained by some direct 
methods of apnroximation. Thu.a if we are given with a. differential · 
system consists of eq. (5) together with the boundary conditions (6) 
or (7), we me.y set up the problem a.s to find a solution of the equation 
SV = o , whe'.i.·e ~V is given by (4). In fact this is only a restate-
ment of the given problem, but in this form the direct methods of 
a-pnro:xima.ti ons (t~ be enumerated in the next two sections) are applj.cable . 
In slightly more general terms, if a differential system consists 
of n differential eqllr:!.tion .D ( w) = o over a region R ancl bounde.ry con-
ditions B;.lw)::=o}~ =l,:z.,"') cm tlie boundct~ c.1Arve w of- R.._, w-e YnCI/ repr.es<::.nt-
the given pt'l'blem a~ -to .S:.nd a jvncti'{m w ,. :10 t:J..ia~ 
Ir 1)(w) 6W dx .J._, + i ~ ~". J Bt ( w) bl 'N d..s; = 0 
R • L · (8) 
where Si, w a~~ perfectly arbitrary . ..functior1S • 
.. 
t 
• 
I f i \-e can f ind a.r1 i n t c gr€'. l lfR E{ W} tAJCoy of which the vanishL 
of t he f i rst ve.ri ati.o:o l e a.ds to t he a bove equ a tion (8), then we cnn 
write (s) e..s SJL~ E(w~&"c:1/:aO Such an integral in generu l 
has a si:r.nlo physicfa l mne. ni nr; , e. :o usually is an energy integra l 0 
But when we s tart f ro~n a. ziven differential syst•3m, it is not at a.11 
evide nt that such an integr a l etm be found easily. Our formul!.1.tion 
of the e quiva lent v v.r i &t i on o.l e qua tion ( 8 ) therefore avoids this 
c!ifficul t y. 
The r e is another r eas on for .ot a ttn ch ine; too much importance 
on f i n ding the enere;y i n t ecrel. I'h is is ba sed on •convere;ency consider-
n tions. In ,:irect methods we a pI°) roe.ch the t rue solution w by .forming 
a sequence of fi_ ;_:ip roxi~a tin~; fun cti ·-ms WH • ( J.~ = 1, 2, 3 ••. ), 
and by passing; ;.J to infinity to e;et the r oquired solution . But SO!lle-
ti:rnes vmen nn a.pproxi'!:'.ating sequen ce wJf is found so thf,t the i~tegral 
readily converges to the true minimum value of ' 
JSR E (":'. j cbcol_J , the function w itself, or its derivatives, may 
not be convergent. An integration has a smoothing: effect. In g i.:, neral, 
the convergency of WN or its derivatives is improved if t he order of 
the deri v-ati ves of w occurrin8; in the integra.YJ.d E,(w) becomes higher. 
For exa!nple , Courant remarked (Re.f. 1 4 ). the.t it is really a credit to 
~·;alther fdtz for his spe ctacular success in his direct procedure in 
huvinfr, chosen tho pro·c10m of vibro.tio.a of plates for illustrat ion 
instead of t a.king tho seeming ly easier cor.rosponding; problem of ma:n -
bra.ne. For in the la.ttcr , tho conv~ri:;oncy will be v e r; poor. Courant 
pointed out (Ref. HJ that the co nvergency can be improved . by adding 
to the original minimizing integrol expressions v1hich cons ist of hie;her 
order derivatives of w and whi ch ve.nish for the true solution. For 
e xainp l e, ;e n a.y formulate the 9 l a te problem o.s to find a fu nction w 
v.h ich rnb.im i zes the function 
V '< w) :::: 1! - W + it.. 1{ ( v 4-w - j ) 2. cl .x d )' ' ( 9 ) 
R 
wh e re U e.nd 'N are g iven by (1) and (2) respectively end "k " is any 
positive constant or positive function of (x,y). Such additional 
terms make V(w) more sensitive to vnriations of w without chcm5ing the 
true solution . In other vrordz, the rr.ini.miz i.ng sequence attached to 
such a "senoitized" functional 1·:ill by force bche.ve better a.s re gards 
convergence. 
Dut t h e "'sen sitization"' spoils th(o~ physical me nning of the ori['" i..."'lal 
integral. So o.ga in we feel no need to stress too much on the impor t ance 
of the phys i cal mea.'l.ing of the mi:"limi zing inter;rRl. 
Equation (8) is CGntninly not the only vro.y to re p r esent a. differ-
ential system D t w) ::: o in a re r:ion R and ~ '- { w) = o > (i :10:.I_, 4, · · ·) 
on the boundary L of\ R. 'de may as well reprei>--mt it a.s 
-o 
' (10 
.. 
I n th-'.. s fo rm we L1terpr .~t J) ( W>j)' 
., 
• I 
' 
,. 
' f 
where WN is rm a.r.)~roximatlng £\.u1ctl 0:1fal sequence of W · , as e rror 
functio1:s. -:;e rr:ay str.te our proolsr:-. e.s to f ind a. seqi~e . cc wN , so 
thfl.t the error funct .!.ons 
J) D~ (wN) d><d/ 
II. 
tencl to e. nin irr.um.. v a.lvq, of 
+ f S Bt ( w") d s 
I. 
o" when N +u1ds -'"o in.f.11i7 · 
The clv..ssict-.1 nethod of solving a ve.rio:ti::mal problem 1'y forming 
its Euler's equetion &.nd ·chen so lving it ~·vi th apriropriate boundary 
co ~1di tions is an indi. re ct :nc thod. The al t c.rnntiv;:, idee of lookin[; 
for a sl.n{Sle s e quence of functi 0:1s which c ol-vos the ~. ivcn mi nina.l 
p roblem is called the direct method. The dire c t approach was 
first conceived by J. Bernoulli an d h1.ter by Riemann ( Eef. 1 5 ). 
Throuf;h the funde.;nentE~l Viork of Hilbe rt ( :;ef . 16) it v;as rev i ved HD.d 
. develo ~ d fruitfully with a new-born impulse. The utili zat ion of this 
method to nume rical cal culations of the solutions vms independently 
envisv.ged by two t;rea.t ;1hysicists Lord B.e.ylei i_;h ( lief. 5)" nnd ~falthcr 
Bitz (Ref. 17, 1 8 ). Since then numerou s a.oplicntio·1s and imorovcno.c1ts 
have been made bymuny authors . (see Ifef s~-10, ll, and is). · 
To state in e:enerv.l terms, oi.;.r problem is the fol lowing;: Vie v..re 
riven an intocre. l exp r e ssion v (Cf] over a. t;iven dm.ain J.l or the 
in<lenendent vnrinbl es, wh ose boundary sntisfies all the dusi red COL1 -
tinui ty a.ssun;_:>tions, and we want to fL1d a function p-=w for which 
V [w] = ct. , the lower limit of V [<¥] for the toW.li ty of' a ll C:f' s 
1~'11 i ch oe.t isI'y the corttinu i t~1 cona iti or1s and boundar-.f conditions. ~ie 
o.ssumc thnt such a. lower limit exist :::;, e.nd the.t tho i ntef;rand satis-
fies all the conti1iuity and re gularity conc1it:i .. mi o. 'rhe asm.1mption on 
the definabil ity implies the exi sten ce of a so- ca.lled minimal sequence 
<g, , CJ>., tJ 3 } of all o1'ra.ble functions , for which 
Lim V ( 'f N} '= d. • 
f'l~OO 
The f'unda.mente.l concEFltion of all cl.irect methods is such, that ea. ch 
~N be obta i ned from a. definite element~.-.ry min i mal probl em , and t h nough 
the pu:;;sing .to limit N-oo to get the r equired solution w of the 
[iven mininal problem. These two principnl steps, the construction 
of the rn.inimal sequence on basis of com."':"lon minimal problems and the 
passing to limit, characterizes the di rect ncthods. 
••e now proceed t o formulate the detail procedures of calculn.tio:i. 
• 
2o2 RAYLEIGH~RITZ METHOD A..~ ITS .ALLIED METHODSo 
The Rayle.igh-Ritz method consists· in narr owing down the choice of 
¢ (see t he l ast para.graph of 2 . 1) into a smaller claas of functions. 
We as~ume that </J can be ·.,..r itten QJ! functions that satiafy the boundary 
conditions and involve a number of parameters. These parameter s ere 
then determined so as to make '"t( 4> ) a minimum. Many important edi-
ficat ions t o the original Ra.yleigh-Iiitz procedure have been suggested. 
We deno t e under the p resent catR.logue those methods which are charac-
t erized by adopting as their ap:Proximating functions (or coordinate 
fnnct iono) those satisfy the boundary condit~ona , but in general not 
the differential equ~tions. 
For a first approximation the deflect ion w of an ela.,, t ic plate 
minimiztits the potential energy integral 
1> rr ~ ( ·tw o""w z. .. ) [ 'd"'vv "a ... w ( ~ )z.] l d,')(.et V( w);:: 2 Jl l ~:i. -t T/~) - 2(1-a- a~ .. ~i. - ~x~r 5 1 
~ 
-)f ci"" <hc~r +- ) M 11 :~ ~s - jcqrl - ;)~l__t) w c;t.s • 
R 4 L 
(l) 
ln order to ol.4:CLtn a.n approximate solution of :the 
pl ate problem we select from the se t of e.11 admissible funct ions 
sati sfying t he p rescri.bed boundBry .conditions a certain subset . ~le 
assume that w can be represented with sufficient accuracy by a series · 
of the form 
N 
WN = Z: Ci:, <J>i. (1-~J) 
-t=I (2) 
where 9't are so chosen that WN satisfies the ~arne continuity con-
di'tions and boundary conditions of w, but not necessarily the differ-
ential equation governing 'ti• If (2) is inserted for w into the 
integra l of v> eq. (1 ). the lat ter bf.lcomes a function v~ of the 
para.meters c~ , (1 = 1, 2 ••• N). Since the strain-energy ·density is 
a quadrat ic function o f the strains e~ , which in turn are linear 
functions of the derivatives of tj,isplacements , it is clear that ifN 
is a qu.adra.tic function of the pa;.rameters Ct • The minimizing con-
d:lt :lons - · 
~vl! = o 
oC.i. ,. ( .C. = I) i., • • · , N ) (3) 
prov ide t herefore N linear e quations t o determine the N unknown 
con stants c1 • The approximate deflection surface w0 is thus determinedo 
This is the Rayleigh-Ritz proced11re. (4efs. 5, 17, 18). 
. 
• 
The roeth ad of 3~le rk l n ( ~ef. 20) m&y be introdu c ed a s follons : 
.i.r. 2, 1 it V!S S sr, ff',-r.1 ti'mt toe r.1 inimizet ~ on 0 f' th•> e n:" rGY i utet;ra l V 
1.0'°• .; <: +-o fc}i e erP"·· ·l- j .-.,:·1 ( 2 • l: i') . • . .... L_;, V V - ~J, v.-v •...-~ \ 
ff D ( w) ~ w cl )<tA 7 + J B, ( w) h w J .$ + ) l3 ~ ( w J ~ ~ ~ " s -
~ ~ R. 
( 5) 
an d B,Lw) ~ na B2(w) are e.p p roprie.t::. boundary condit:a:1s 0.1 L ~ a""" 
2-i1 d o~w/lln ere urb itrary unless re s tricted b;y edt;e 0(.;nstr~it: .. t . ~'•ov1 
if s.;;e.in ·1rc tt:.l:e wN in the form of tho series (2) where wN sn.tis-
f les the bol.!.:nclnry C()ndit:i.ons i mposed on w , then the l o.ot t wo :i.. n -
tegre.ls of (4) V:J.nish automa.t:l ce.lly for w=WN. ;·;hen WN is sub-
s tituted i n to :~q. ( 4: ), ·.1hich now bcconcs 
J f J> ( w) d w ~ x et)' = 0 ' 
R. . 
( c ) 
5. t will not be satisf:i . cd for arbitrar •,r var·iat.l.ons b'w , since tli.is 
.,,·ould i ::-tp ly that . · w1lx,y) s o.ti sfie~ the Eule r cqunti on J> l w) = O 
and henc~ i s 0.n exact s olution. J, l thoup h t he Vfl.ris.tion in V do os n ot 
no; vua i sh for a.n n.rbitro.ry vt:. r:i.t'.t i on bW , yet tho eo :ist;:;:ts c.;. i u 
( 2) Cftn be so choi.:wn that tho variation in ~.: i:: 'Jou 1 -"- o z e rc; f :.ir a 
~e t o.f' 1 ~ v-elu f~s of &w ; which 'NC now ·snlrn r..s ·-~::. fl ex,~) , wr.e re 
<fl ( x, j) t ~ = 1, 2._, • • • N ar0 the coordinate f uneti :Jr:s or WN # 
' f. d b r "\ d L . t. ...._ t lf " as 1....1.0 ine y 0q .. \~i~ n.n 1'l are pos1 1vc c1 >n S vf .ll ..5 . , 1to "'.r\ .. , l• 
b.H;o; n.e s infinite and the functio:J.s CJ>~ C x, j.) form a comp l e ts ny ::t •rr,* 
of' fun cticms, then tho set of all rele.tions 
( t = I, z.., • • • N) {7) 
be comes equ i valent to the relation (G), This method of det·3r.nining 
Ct. is tho G?t l e r k L1' ::; m0thod. 1 t proceeds di:r•...:ctly from the diff'eren-
tiu l e qu fl tion p (w) = o to equation ( 7) • 
. A c;ene :r&li zatio.::i due to L. 'l. Kantorovit.ch ( Eef. 21) is the i'ollow-
i n7 . In obte.inine:: an approxi;;1ate colu tion of "D l w):: o in the form of 
( '.2 ) • t he . cons tants Ci. aro replaced by unk:-iown f unctions of one 
va:rinblc C;,U4) · 1 Sfl.Y• arid an u9plication or the minimum princip le 
len ds to a s ystem of ordinary dif'ferentiul equr:tio~s for the J'unc tions 
C.~(X) o 
The collocation rn.othod L1tronuced by I3 iezc,,no and Koch ( 'lef. 22, 
23 ) consists in another i:r.t c; rpreta tion of th.e Eq. ( 6 ). Instead of 
requiring thst (6) be true ··:;hen Sw takes the value of a set of N 
*A set of functioirn jl (.X) is sa.iC.: to form o. coMplcta systt,T1 if uny 
pie cewise cont inuous function j-£.X) ca.n be a:)proximPted by~ sum f;cif:.(><) 
in s uch a wa y tlm t the menn s quare error S [fl.() - f._c.;. f. l >J ]';,.;.. 
c un b e n o.de f>rbitr arily small •"J:> a suitf'.bl e c!J. oice of.~ . ( Ht:'Jf . 25) 
f'Unct: .1s 
1 ' 
• 
.. 
I 6 
• •• 
JI. • t1'J • I ~ ::::: I 2 . .. II.I ) 11:.LTt.s\. ~ ~ ' 'I' 
_, 
r 
• 
:>c' ·t; 0: :: c o'."liit. ~.r:;.is , ·;1'-,iol'. crn;1; · ,-; <> tLc'::. lll'1,)a.p:,-:::- :lnc.:c .: z-ro n ~• 
'On''"'"'~ ,U_,, -, ~tee., c;-;.,(, c oll ·"'C<l1c, ,,n ,.,, ,~ .._'10 ~ '" C;P-~e ~ '-l')t J)lW' · ·· '' V V~ .. ._,oJ .1.. .1.. . • 1·-J.... -.I • • •~ J' 4- ".J ~ ...,._.. ...., I . \, • .... 1 lo...i it.. I .._.. . ,,l...o.. .>. J"-' ( -}ti ._,...,;; 
c .. r.in l to r..:ru at .i.·: i·o:.11ts Gf th.e re g.!i..on ,, and t.h e .!. t 0<1uati cr!S :·or the 
coeff' ici ..,n ts Ct an' obt·l:'..?ied -lirac~:.y ·ri thout curryine; out &. nJ i n ·· 
tei~r o. C i.0.1 . 
"i Vl'-.rii:tion of the coll ocation method due to Courant (H.e f. 24 ) 
j_3 to dem::md th9.t ff~?'~ o(x tAl be e qual to zero ove r i·i sub ividod 
regi ons 
'1.' (j' ) ,;q. 
R.t of the 
~o thrvG 
I n oth3r words , v 
. ' 
def i ;:-i0 ~w in 
? i11ally, 
t 1ie const~·-::1t s 
souuro errvr 
:i,, ~t , (_ l = I, '2._, 
0 e.lsewher~ in R ~ 
H V(wN)r.l"d/=: 0 
Rt 
N) ,, ( S) 
(9) 
i n t~1n T"ot!10d 
c i. c.r'3 to be 
b~ as sm£. ll ~t.s 
·~ ;; 1)i'' · l ,,~ ·-1c sa1,n r e ·.,. ( ·:~«•f ~ ? t; 27 an:-1 28,l. 
_ ~ ... ... ~ ...,. "' .4. '.A.""- v a - _._ <> .- I - ,, 
dot8r-mine :l by re ·: uiring thf,t U:.e mean 
I)os::iblr;. ·rnat is, 
}) [ °P(w,.,)] 2d><J)' -
R 
. yn.,.,. 
(10) 
Hen c<:i we hn ve H e q w ·, ti on s 
Sf o, (11) 
R,, 
to detc::r>:line 
1.11 the !'le thods 'm tl~ ;·_,_<l !iboYc <-1"0 chn1·r.ctc2·:i.zed by t he fact t;h!~t 
the potential one~y V i s E?cp!,)rouched from a bove by the o.pproxi:ma~mg 
function s WN .... -?J c-.: ~ ~ • In other words, i f V ( WN) is the 
. -· val ue of' V wh'3n th~ true solut io-:i w is repla ced by W~ ~ then 
"'f(wN)~V(w). 
• 
To show this,* let us define a n error functi on eN ( x, y) by the 
equation 
(13) 
Evidently LN satisfies all the continui ty co ,d ition s of wand 
VVfll • Now 
V( ... ) __ D2 (( ) ( 2. )2 ( ?J,_w ivv _ ( ~ -i......, ) 2 ] L d)(d VY JJ 1 v "" "'." .2. ( 1-a-) b)(~ )Jy'I.. 'lf')f.)7 J )' 
R. 
-Jf :f. w clxeA/ +J M ~ds II 6'1 -J ( Q.ri - }~;t)wds 
R L L. 
(1) 
where w satisfies the field equ eti on 
'\7"" w = ~ . R. (14 ) D , ,, 
and the bounda ry conditions 
J l 
l. . 
c:Js = o 
Now in all the above methods the approximating functional sequence 
Wt-1 is so chosen that eqs. (15) are satisfied when w is replaced by w.N. 
Writing 
we obtain 
, and substituting for W" into eq. (l), 
* The particular case of a plate with built-in edges was proved by 
Yi- Ritz, (Hef. 18). 
• I 
V( ) -~ Jf ~ frT~( - ))2~ :2. ( 1-crJ( -oYw-e..,J ~~<w-~J-( 'd'cw-e;.1))l. ] ( clxdl' Wr4 z l v W eN 4Xi. -..fz. ~X~)" f 
R 
-{( i(w-etJ~xct1 -1- J d (~~e~JM., els - J ( Gln - "d~nt)(w -eN)ds 
R ~ L 
- V(w) t 1I( eN) 
~ ~ l. [ "2w ~ . 4 7..eJJ ~ zw 
:PJJ l vwvew- ( i -<r) ~ 01z. +ax' cyi 
R 
. i!'l ~ ] - ~ l ol,w; d 
- 2- ~x"b1 -o-1.a7 j"" eN J Y 
(16) 
The first term under the integral sign on the ri ght hand side 
of eq. (16) can be transformed as follows: Let us recall the Green's 
.formula 
sr ( v Vi.l.4. - I{ \7?. V) dx ol7 ::::- s y ~':;- d.s - J u ~ d s 
R L. - L. 
where u. v are any two functions continuous ( :P> I ) in R a,...J onL. \f. 
~ chan~e v 1nto vz.w., c:;ind LL t'nf-o eN.> we ol*a.in ! 
Jf v-.w 7'e" 4xdy = jf eN vJJ.w ~x:';' +j v~\e~ds -Jew~:~ds . 
R R. L. L (18) 
Other terms in (16) are transformed through integration by parts 
as follows: · 
(19) 
' ' • 
i:':ub s t i tu t int; (1 8 ) and (19) i nto (16) , we obte.in 
V ( w,.) ~ y c w J -r 1{ ( e,.) - D ff C v'f w - _£ ) 
R 
, 
,. 
-t- D(1-cr) {- 5 ?J,,w ~~ dX -J )W ~ d.Y + 
· r... TI°" ~ 7 . ~ )( ay ?J 7 
..... 
,, 
~1 V 2\'\/ ~eA/ ds + Dj. an 0 ~w ~N cAs - J Mt1 ~:~ ds 
L l. 
+ f ( ({I\ - C ~ht ) €N d S • 
L. 
L-
(20) 
The third term on the right ha.nd side of (20) vanishes on account 
of the field eq. (14). The line integrals can be simplified a.s follows . 
Let the angle betv1een the outer no:nnal to L and the x-axis be 9 • 
Thane.long L, 
~ ... 
.-4' ~...L + .L ' 
")' \.U ~t\. t<w" '(>:, , 
..l. -~ f).L .) '=" + <.co c9 o/ ~ d.S ax 
'1 eN ~ eN it!!tl ~ 
Expressing i);" , '?Jy in t e rms of ()Yl , ""S7 , and d::x:, dy in 
terms of ds, and usi ng the first eq. of (15), we see that (20) becomes 
V( "'w) = V (w) -r TC ( e"') 
-+ J)( i -0") ~ [ s~ 9 C<rJ & ( ;;,. - ~\,~)- cos29 ~y] ~~Nels 
t.. 'j 
+ ]) j 0 ~'#/ eN ds + j. ( Qn - } ~~*) ~ Js , 
L ~ 
(21) 
But 
L. 
( 22) 
The first i~tegral on the right-hand side of (22) vanishes since 
the integrand is a unique continuous function and since L is a 
simple closed curve. The second line integral on the right-ha.>id 
side of (22) cancels out with the last two terms .D j ~v~ d 
-e,.., s + 
+ J / Q - ~ ~ 11t ) e ds ) '- ~ "' 
,_1..' " ~ w of (21 on account of the second of the 
eq. (15) by observing that 
Hence we obtain finally 
But °["( ett) is the strain energy stored in 
to a fictitious deflection w- e,., ()II.,..,.) 
function. Hence the proof is completed. 
( 23) 
a plate when it is subjected 
and therefore is a positive 
2. 3 OTHF.R DIIGCT ~1~ 1~ : 'rHQl)~ ( COTJRiu:JT- TRBFFTZ PROCli:DURES ) . 
A counterpart to Rayleigh-Ritz procedure is su ggested by Courant 
(Ref. 15) and developed by Trefftz (I~f . 29) in connection with the 
Dirichlet's problem. 
The essence of their method is to loosen the boundary conditions . 
Unlike Ra.yleig-,h-Ritz method, the approximating functions Wu are so 
chosen- that they satisfy the diffe rential equation o.f w but a.re 
subject ed to less, restrictive sup~ lemente.ry conditions. For concrete 
illustration consider the plate problem in second order approximat i on. 
Let us recall(§2. 1) that the vanishing of the first v~riation of the ' 
energy L~te gral V implies the va.Pishing of the surface integral 
JS c J) v "vv - 1 ) ~ "" ")( c( y = o , 
R 
and the line integral 
s 
( B "c_w) ~o~ ds + ..5. Bz.(~)~"V ds = O 
.JL I L.. 
whe re 
(1) 
(2) 
C' ~bW 
O VI and ~ a.re arbitrary functions except on restrained (ri gid) 
edge s when they are re q uired to take preassigned values as well as IN 
and a""/~""'. l~ow let us take a seguence of approximating functions 
(cf. end or §2.1) 
N 
L b" St ( "' l J, t •1 ( N =I, 2-,, 3 · · · J 
(4) 
where tn. a.re unknown ccnstants and $. (.)1.,,. Y .> , the so-called 
coordinate functions of Wt< , a.re functions so chosen that w,., 
satisfies the differ ential equation v4w - !/p = O • and hence 
the e q . (1). Therefore, we are left only with the line integr a l (2) 
to worry about. -1-iow eq. ( 2 ) could not be satisfied unless wN is a 
true solu tion. 
w by w,,, by 8. 
to infinity and 
f orm a complete 
But we can rni11imize trre error induced by re pl acing 
proper choice of the c onstants bl .• How if N tends 
w,,. does converge to a. function w , and if 81. ex.,, y) 
system of functions, then the solution is established. 
Courant and Trefftz ' s original idea is to devise a method in 
which the minimizing i ntegral ( Ye <9 > - ofj2. l) is to be approached 
from below' i.e.' "V ( w~) ~ vt~v) for any iJ' so that this method 
is a. true counte r_?a.rt to ria.yleigh-Ritz procedure, in which the mini-
mizing integral is ap r;roached from above. (of. t2. 2). ::.<'or plate p rob-
lems this object can b e a.chleved in certa in cases by a special formula-
tion of the procedure to dete rmine bt But in general this is not 
the mo st convenient procedure. As our :nc-tin aim is to obtain us~ful 
approxi~ate solutions, let .us be not confined to any definite manner 
of approaching the minimizing integral. Then we can formulate the 
detail procedure in ma ny ways. Bach method in the precedi~g section 
has a counterpart in the present one. In practical applications the 
mos t advantageous we.y is usually secured by a c~~bination of several 
methods. 
It wi ll be convenient for further discussion to distinguish the 
natural boundary conditions from the rigid boundary conditions. The 
latter refers t o rigid or supported edges of a plate. The nomenclature 
is due to Coura.nt ( Hef. 14 ). On rigid boundaries the support conditi on 
puts on a first-hand restrict i on on the values of W or its first 
derivatives. Thus, w• ~=o on a built-in edge. I'low in our 
fo rmer varie ti one.1 equati~oris (1) and ( 2) 6w and ~ are not 
arbitrary on res trRined edges, but are required to sa'tisfy the r es train-
ing conditions on displacements. For example, 6w and ~iw/~..._ must 
vanish on a built-in edee. To take off this restriction on the other-
wise perfectly arbi tre.ry variation &w , let us write the boundary 
condition :for such a.n edge in the fonn. 
where Ll is e. built-in edge. Then dtW., (C:. .. ~i.) are entirely 
unrestricted. A built-in edge is ri gid with respect to slope and 
defle otion, a simply-supported ed:::_:e is rigid with respect to deflection 
alone. - 'Let us denote the pa.rt of L which is natural with respect to 
slope by L"a , that re tura.l with respect to deflection by L •d , 
and the pa.rt Which is rigid with respect to slope by l...r.s , and 
that ri gid with respect to deflection by Lr~ • Bquati on (2) can 
now be conveniently written as 
J 
-- 0 
f' 
·l • 
where (i.w ,(.:. .:::./J '-· $, l/-) are :.1ow perfe ctly arbitrary small quantities . 
Ana lO GY to Gale rkin's method can now be formulated as follows: 
Let the coordinate fun c,ti ons {).: lx, (J) be so chosen that the approxi-
mate solution w _ ~ b .J u satisfies the diffe rential 
N - f:_;t • ~· , :J) 
eq. V 4 ""' - ~ -::r:o. But eq. ( 5) ca.n:'l.ot be satisfied by w,., if WN is 
not a t rue solution. rfow let us loosen the boundary conditions in 
such a way tha.t al though ( 5) is not true for an infinite variety of 
&w ) yet it is satisfied for N variations -k ~~· (A,y) .(i = ,,, '··1'1) r,.f. ~w, { 
being an a rbitrary consts.nt. Then vmen H tends to inf'ini ty and if 
~i (Y.,'f) f orm e. set of comple te system of ·functions, the system 
of all e quation8" ·1 
(6) 
becomes equiiralent to the relation (5). 
Eqs. (6) are N in number and linear in bl , from which, b~ and 
hence wN can be determi ned. 
The collocation method is obvi ously vs.lid . Consider &;. w ~ ( L0 "' 1 ,~ ~,4) 
in eq. (5) to be zero everywhere except l'- t ·~ discrete points along 
the boundary L. But at these l~ points let ~l w taY.:e e.rbi trary con-
stants. Then in order that (5) can be satisfied in this particular 
case we must have the ooefficients of .5t W , ( ,· = 1;1;., 3, '+) in the inte-
grands of eq. (5) to vanish at these l~ points. 1'~rom this condition 
we obtain N equations for the determination of the j constants 
without any integration. In fact we are satisfying the boundary con-
dition at ~ points on L. 
A modification to the ca.llocation method is effected by di vi ding 
L into N pa rts , and consider E....t to be a 'constant in each part L-h_ 
but ze ro everywhere elae. Then from ( 5) vre have N equations 
~ J BJ· ("'l,dd5 = 0 I J=I ( t-= I, z., "' NJ (7) 
to determine bt, ( ~-= '~ 2. , • • ff). In th i s case we satisfy the boundary 
c ondition s by a p iecewise averaging p rocess. 
• 
.. 
The me thod of l e a.s t square s ca n be applied dire ctly. Consi de r 
BJ ( w,.J) as er r or f unctio:is, we try to detenni ne the c onstants hi 
·by mi nimizi ng the e rror 
(8) 
• 
By usual process, we obt~i:!1 J.'i e q i,w tions: 
. O = -~ ;.i e{;£J:."/) = j 8, ( tvN) 81 f g_.) ds + j B;;./1-.+;1 ) B:i. !5'<') els +- j W 1,: d.r 
Ln s; t...-ncl t-r..; 
since d '11'/1'/ . 
-.- == l/ . { X YJ d bi 0 • , • 
(9) 
(/ ~ I_ -l _, ". N ) , 
, 
Evide ntly e ( v-.1 N) van ishe s :for the true solut ion w of the problem. 
Now l e t u s conside r unde r whf:l.t conditions a.re the above mentioned 
methods a counte rpart to the t heorem proved at the end of.§2. 2; that · 
i s , t h e mini~izing inU:lgra l is approached from below. In othe r 
wo rds, 
Let us a gain define an error function 
Then 
where -v-r vv) 
( 2· 1:17). 
i i 
+ j) j~ / V ").vVN v~etl --t-
R 
J. i:i. 1 a )d j Jev I 
-). b • !!!Y. - ::!:.. e,v . xl.y - H.., ~ c -; 
• ) i,. ) 1· ~ »7· '[) J , ,; i o~ " J~· · - L 
is given by eq. (2•1:1) and 1J(eN) 
(10) 
(11) 
j ·~+ 
~ 
is given by 
Transform the integr a ls on the right ha nd side of' (12) in the same 
way a s i n 2.1, an d r emembering that 
.9. 
D 
)n "R. ) 
,· 
I 
obtain: 
V(w)=V(Wf/)+ t{(E'N)t[B,("'1!} o)~ds.,.. J Bi(w . ,,JE;v d:s (13) 
The la.st two line integrals are minimized in the process of determining 
the unlmown con s t ants bl of w"' • But in general they do not vanish. 
In case they do, then eq. (10) holds. 
Trefftz suggested ( P~f. 30) to use the mean values of V ca lcula ted 
by Rayleigh- Ritz me thod and his own as a better approxime.. tion to the 
true minimum of V. This refine~nt is importAnt when the vlJ.ue of 
V itself is L~p ortant, as in calculatirJg the regidity of a shaft in 
torsion. Another method of estimating the error of approximation 
is suggested by Friedrichs (Ref . 31) who forms a.n auxiliary integral 
the maximum of which is less or equal than the minimum of v. Its 
application to torsion problem will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
• 
• 
t-
f 
• 
III 
THEORY OF SWEPT FlAT PI.Ji. TES 
3.1 Introduction 
In second order (first) approximation the problem of bending of 
flat plates consists in integrating the equation 
(l) 
where W(X,y) satisfies along the boundary L of a re(;ion R certain . 
boundary conditions defined by the problem, and w is continuous 
togethe r with its partial derivatives up to fourth order in Rand on 
L, (we describe this fact by saying that W is continuous (D, 4) 
in R and on L), and q satisfies desirable continuity assumptions. 
'fhere are four kinds of problems, classified according to the 
nature of prescribed boundary conditions: 
(A)• 
(B). 
Built-in edge problem, w-
Supported 
vV:=. 0' 
where 
edge problem, 
~a.w . <r ~1w 
M:z. + de ::::-
~=0 on L., 
~rt 
ft is the outer normal to L. 
on L 
(2) 
(3) 
where 'tt.- and -t are outer nonnal and tangent to L respectivelJr, the 
sense of ~ is to t as X, is .Jo J axis. 
Subcase (B1 ) •. Simply-supported edge problem, 
particular case of (3) when j- •o 
(c). Unsupported edge problem, 
¥-'N 0 ~1"' 
l
- -t- "ta;. "'= 9 (1<_, )') dl\T• fl , 
'd\., + ( ·.2 - (J"') d~"'I = k. (-A,7) 
0>'\.3 ~n ~t;~ 
on L. 
Subcase (c1 ). Free-edge problem, 
the particular case of (4) when jlx,' ) • h ( x, .!J J = O 
(D). Mixed edge-condition problems. 
This can be f'urther classified into 
(D1 ) BS. 
(D 2) BU. (D3) SU. ( D4 ) SBU. 
~hen a part of L is simply-supported and other part 
built-in. 
When L is partly built in and partly unsupported 
~hen L is pa rtly supported and partly unsupported 
V1hen L is partly built in, partly supported, and partly 
unsupported. 
' 
. ' 
' •• 
• 
Problem (A) is often me.de a subject of m&.thematica.l investi g,ation . 
:<:xistence theorems and solut i ons in fairly general forms have been 
obtained by Almansi, Lauricella, J . ha.damard, A. Dorn, and others. 
(nefs. 32, 33, 34, 3 5) Approximate solutions for rectB. nf:Ular plates 
have been given by W, Ritz and others (Ref. 17). For other solq tions 
re.f'erence s~10uld be made to the book of '1'imoshenko (Re i' . l J). 
Problem (B) is widely studied by Timoshenko and othe rs. (Ref. 10) 
For rectangular plates an application of Fourier series makes the 
problem· particularly simple. Both problems (A) and (B) can be reduced 
to a set of first boundary va lue problems of the potential theory 
(Ref. 36 ) . 
Problem (C) is much more diffi cult than the first ti.~. Few 
existing r esults can be quoted. The proolem of vi bru.tion of n rec-
t~ngular plate with free edges which is akin to (c1 ) was studied by Ritz in his 1909 pa.per in which he illustrated a specta.cula.r success 
of his energy method. 
Of problems (D), a few cases of (D1 ) and (D3 ) for reota.%"Ular plates have been studied. (Ref. 10). For other problems, there is 
little available results. 
Our sweep-back wi!lg proble~ is a problem (D2 ) with BU boundary. Bxact solutions for this problem are in general hard to get. But 
it is possible to fipd approximate solutions of engineering significance 
in the ~orm 'vvN .::: ~ b~ 5t ()l._,.y) With the help of some minimal 
properties of certain related integrals. (cf. Chapter II). 
• 
' 
. ; 
t 
. 
a • 
• 
z .. 2 Solution of the differen t i al Equ r~tion 
I t is usually convenient to write the solution of · eq. <3•/: /) 
i n the form of a. sum of a particular integral a.nq. a biharmonic function: 
( 1) 
so that .... .. 
~+wp "G""V\f t- If"'! I it :x, r J 1- .2 + 
-
..!... 
~"' ... ~xl-Jl d 711- 1> , 
and ~Y.w, ;,If-~ 
-r ;J. 
)<fwc.. 
.... =o ~x" ~l-7'2- 1/~ (2) 
The nart icular inte gral Wp , can be easily obtai."led if Q.(J'.,y) 
i s simple , say, being a constant, a function of single variable x or 
y, or a polynomial in x, y. For other cases it was shovm b;r lla. thieu, 
(Re.f. 37), that a, general expression for Yip can be obtained by an 
extension of the potential theory. Let us co nsider a tv10-dil'1ens iooal 
Y.Jotential g;iven by the double integral. 
(3) 
extended over a re~ion R, where r denotes the distance between the 
points (x, y) and (a, b), i.e. 
r1 = cx-o-./· + (y-b)'", (4) 
and Cf satisfies certain integrabilfty conditions. It is well-
known that (see, for example Ref . 35) 
~·v - o (/) v or -27T r (l(,y) _, 
according to wnether the point (x, y) is situated outside or inside 
of the region R respectively. 
Observe that 
(6) 
and consider the function 
w :: !! ( ,.. ) / Oj + + f ) r r a., b) d a. o1 b (7) 
lie see that R 
(8) 
and therefore 
I 0 \F ;ht poml (•, l) ls ...... ~e of II.., 
- 81T <p Cl',"/) ij ('ll.,7; is ;..,st't:/(i. of R. 
Therefore, we obtain the general result: 
where 
(9) 
?or the biharmonic function w'c. , we he.v.e the f ollowing general 
theo rems, (Ref. 36, Chapter 19). 
If W, and Wz. a.re two harmon.ic functions in e. region R, then 
w :: )< vv, ;- w, (10) 
is a bihannonic function in the same region. 
Conversely, if the boundar y L of R intersects every line parall el 
to x axis in at most two points, then for every biharmo;:1ic function w 
in R, there exist two harmonic functions W, and w2 , so that w can 
be repres0nted by the formula (10). 
Similarly, if every line parallel to y-axis intersects the 
boundary L ofJ R in at most t wo points, we can represent every bi-
ha rmonic function in R by the form 
W = y W1 ·+ W2 (ti) 
where ~. and ~~ are harmonic functions in R. Oonversely, every func-
tion W in this form (fl) is biharmonic in R. 
r'urthermore, if the origin is enclosed in R and every radius 
vector intersects L in only one point, then every biharmonic function 
w in R can be re presented by functions of the fonn 
(/2.) 
where r2::. .x:.a.+ ~z.. 
w1 and Wa. are two harmonic functions in R, and tO is any preassigned 
cons tant. Conversely, every function w in this fonn is a biharmonic 
function in R. 
. ' 
• 
These theorems enable us to Elxpress a biharmonic fu?J.ctior.. by 
hannonic functions, for which we have a very complete store •r in-
f'ornw.tion. 
A consequence of these theorems is . that every biharmonic fu nction 
is analytic, since .-very harmonic function is. 
Our swept plate problem will be attacked in the followin g manner: 
In each case a suitable fonn of particular solution \Np will firs t be 
obtained. This Wp , while balancing the distributed normal loads over 
tlle faces of the plate, will induce bending moments and shear reactions 
along the edges of the plate, The next step is then to find a 
solution for a plate loaded a.long the edge: not only loaded by the 
actual external load but also by the fictitious load due to Wp , 
.::Jow since by Mathieu's theorem a Wp can always be found if the normal 
loadin1; observes certain integrability conditions, it is readily seen 
that the second problem,- a plate loaded along the edges, is of a very 
fundamental nature. According to this observation we shall attaclc 
the problan of swept plates loaded at tip section first, then of that 
loaded at the leaQtng and trailing edges, and fi:1.E1.lly gener~l distri-
buted loa.ds. 
• 
..... 
·, 
.. 
3. 3 l'osi ti on of Cri t i caJ. Stresses 
'.i,hen the function 51. (Y.,y) is nu:ll ov<:)r a subre·g ion R1. of H, 
t he diffe r ent iB.l equ a tion of deformation ( e.'j· J ·I :1) becomes 
1n Rt (1) 
is a. he.rmonic function over Ri . 
Out a ha.rmoni c function in /?.,[. can.not hP.ve a mP-ximu1'", or min imun 
at a point in the interior of the region Rt • ( l;>or proof', ser~, for 
e xemple, §37, P.ef. 38 ). Its extremum is reached only on t h e boundc..ry 
of Ri. • Singular :no:i.nts in H can be re ga rded ~s boundary pob.ts . 
·rne poi ".lts under concentrated loading a.re boundary p oints in t his sense . 
l:ow W-:. "I' ~;.. is the nee.n cu rve,ture of tLe be1.1t middl e 
su r f ace of .the plFte. Hence , the above st i; .. t ement means thRt th0 me an 
curitElture of a be:r.t plate under normal loading reaches its Maximu1:i 
or minimum e-ither on the . e dg.e of the plate or under the points of 
loading. · ' 
~'fhen external load is applied on to a. ple. te only along the edges 
of the pl a te, the maximum mean curvature is assured to reach it s 
maximum only on the ede_:es. It was reme.rked at the end of' the la.st 
section t :r.e.t all swept plate _problems ca.n be r e duced to problems of 
tl:.is n at-ure. 
The ria.ximum mean curvi:-.ture is relf:lted to the maximum bending 
stresses along the edges in the following way: If an edge is built-in , 
or is ~mpported, then Y.1:; o on that edge. So 17'2.w o ~- ::. l'-114-/.D, 
where MI\. is the bending moment per unit le n~th acting on the e dr.;e. 
Eence on such an edge, the maximum, in mee.n curvature means the maximum 
in bending; mcment and so also the. maximum bending stresses. 
i;lore over, si nee 
we have 
(~x+My) P(t+~) 
Now on a free edge, the bending moment fvl>'L is zero. Hence 
;J.. vw on a free edf:e. 
(2) 
(3) 
· fv1s is the be~ding moment in the plate. Ther~ fore again the ffiaximum 
mean curvoture. is proportional to the i:;E.ximum ben dinr; stre ssec. 
To sum up, these facts indicate that the critical point for stre sses 
is e i ther under the load or on the boundary of the pla. te. 
, .Similar rH~s oni:i;:; lcH ds t o cor res po:10.i::1c thr;;orer:>.s re gn.rding-. to 
shear ing stress . If, in Rt , q is h. function of y alone , then 
Bu t 
p 
-•cnce 
~ 1- ( · ( 2 OW ) I 
-;; tJ , v"' w > = v... , v z;x _ -== t = (;) 
the vertic1:tl sheer inc force on x 
sect ions. 
ln the sa.me we.y, i f q is a. function of x fl.lone , then 
t g, = g_ ( X ). ) 
(4) 
cons to 
(5) 
(6) 
Q" e.nd Q:I a!·e then hn.rnoni c functions in the se Cf.! ses. Th,~y 
reach their maximum or rninimm'l only on t lt ''J bounda.ry of RL In 
other words, Q x ( 0 1- &!') r e a. ohes its extremem e itr.er on the edf~e of 
the plEc te or at points where ;.~'; ( 6 r !~ ) is diffe r ent from z ero. 
The signi ficf1nce o f these t heoren:s will be a ppre ci v.ted i n the 
applicat ion of Cou r ant- Treff tz methods. They tell u s where the stresse s 
e.re likel y to be cr i t ical. In fa. ct, in t he 1•!0..y Trefft z method i s 
'applied · low, they imply that t he uccurR cy and convergen ce of the 
p r oce ss need only b e c hecked on the boundar y of the p l a t e ., For. l et 
us define the error fwiction in the same way as was done in -~ 2.3. 
eN = w - wf'I 
Where W"' is en a.pp ro:x:i!lk'l.ting funct i on to the true solution W • then 
sinc e in Couran t-Trefftz method both w and ~ satisfy the di fferential 
equation -v"'w-== rJ. / p , we have 
1i1 R. • 
"The ref ore the mean curvature of the error funct i on reaches the extremum 
only on the boundary. From what has been said above we see that the 
1naximuw error in s t r esses occur s only on the boundary of the plate. 
